
One Planet Consumer Information Programme

Summary of Reporting Exercise 2017

One Planet Network actors are expected to report, at least, annually on their 
initiative(s) through the One Planet Network reporting system.  The reporting 
platform is open all year and provides an opportunity for all actors to share 
updates on relevant programme initiatives. The 5-year strategy ‘One Plan for 
One Planet’ establishes a target of 75% of each programme’s partners to be 
engaged, which means reporting at least annually.

Introduction

Reporting under CI-SCP

26% of the CI-SCP partners 
reported activities for 2017

The Programme’s key aim is to 
increase this percentage for 2018

Lots of our partners are doing really relevant and interesting work related 
to consumer information for sustainable consumption and production, so 
please tell us!  We want the CI-SCP programme to grow and we need your 
help reporting your relevant activities and initiatives, no matter how small!
Please contact the Coordination Desk for any questions related to 
reporting: ciscp@un.org

Reporting: initiative type

11 initiative types were reported on by CI-SCP actors. The most common 
types were the development of knowledge resources and technical tools & 
outreach and communication activities.
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http://www.oneplanetnetwork.org/resource/one-plan-one-planet
mailto:ciscp@unep.org


One Planet Consumer Information Programme

Summary of Reporting Exercise 2017

A breakdown of outreach activities by type of One Planet actors shows that 
activities related to consumer information are being communicated in a range 
of different ways with external parties by the Co-Leads and Coordination Desk 
leading.  Spreading the word through social media is low and this is something 
that we want to improve.

Reporting: outreach activities

Aims for 2018 Reporting
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The reporting platform is open all year with instructions, so please do 
spend a few minutes reporting your relevant initiatives.

The CI-SCP Programme want to:
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Reach the One Planet target of 75% of our partners reporting by 
2022, with an interim target of 50% reporting by end of 2019

Have a greater external policy impact with more MAC & partner 
initiatives interacting with policy

Spread the word of the CI-SCP programme on social media to 
boost participation and awareness

3
Ensuring the knowledge resources and tools that the CI-SCP 
programme has developed are applied, e.g. The Guidelines

http://www.oneplanetnetwork.org/
http://spaces.oneplanetnetwork.org/system/files/10yfp_reporting_step-by-step_guide.pdf
http://www.oneplanetnetwork.org/resource/guidelines-providing-product-sustainability-information

